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Daily Instructional Planning

Many opinions, ideas, research, etc. exist about the “how to” and the “importance of” lesson planning. We respect that administrators, coaches, and teachers
have strongly held ideas about planning that they find effective. Nevertheless, based on our experience and research, at CTL we advocate for a simple approach
to planning. Starting with a unit backward design planning process, teachers first determine what students need to know and be able to do, and how they will
demonstrate their learning. Next, they can build coherent learning experiences through a daily learning sequence framework that integrates purposeful literacy
practices in support of clear learning objectives.

Coherent Experience: We advocate for a focus on coherence because it streamlines the cognitive load for students, allowing them to focus their mental energy
on meeting the learning objective(s). We do not suggest that a teacher should never deviate from a plan, but we do believe that when planning, a focus on a
coherent learning experience will offer better outcomes for students.

Purposeful Literacy: We believe literacy; reading, writing, speaking and listening, is how we learn. To learn, we access information from reading a variety of
texts, and we process and apply this information through writing and dialogical experiences with our existing knowledge to think, develop skills, and refine our
understanding of what we are learning. As such, we stress that planning the use of literacy strategies must tightly align with purpose in the coherent learning
experience. Further, we also suggest that there is attention to balance: students should have a balance of literacy experiences – the opportunity to purposefully
read, write, and engage in discussion to support learning.

A Clear Learning Objective: Defining a clear learning objective is frequently the first step in designing a coherent lesson. A clear, focused, standard-aligned
objective is important for planning purposeful coherence for each component of the lesson. If any component of the lesson does not support the learning
objective, then that component should be redesigned so that it supports the objective or the objective may need to be revised. Some key things to remember
when defining objectives are alignment to grade-level standards, attention to adequate time, appropriate cognitive level and load, and that the objective is
measurable (teacher and student will have evidence of whether or not the objective is met).

Learning Sequence Components Defined:

ACCESS (15%) GUIDE & ENGAGE (20%) APPLY (50%) SYNTHESIZE & REFLECT (15%)

How will students access information
needed for success with the lesson (e.g.
background or prior knowledge, review of
previous learning, compelling question,
launch activity, etc.)?

What guided practice, direct
instruction or mini-lesson will prepare
students for engagement and
application of the lesson?

How will students actively engage with
the content (e.g. literacy strategies,
small group work, independent
practice, discussion, conferring, etc.)?

How will students synthesize and reflect
on the day’s learning (e.g. literacy
strategy, reflect on learning objective or
progress, ask questions, share etc.)?
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Daily Instructional Planning

Learning Objective:  Each lesson should have attainable learning goal(s); defining this is critical to support coherency and aligned purpose for each component
of lesson design. 

Learning Sequence
Components

Purpose in Supporting the Learning Objective(s)
Possible Strategies/Instructional Routines

to Support Purpose

Typical Literacy
Subdomains to Support

Purpose

Access

Stimulate thinking supportive of the lesson intent,
consistent with learning objective

● background or prior knowledge
● review of previous learning
● a stimulus to develop common understanding
● launch activity
● essential or compelling questions

● Quick Write (various types of stimuli)  
● Reader Response (quotes)
● See-Think-Wonder
● Think, Ink, Pair, Share
● Interactive Word Wall

Writing to Learn
Vocabulary Development
Academic Dialogue

Guide and Engage

● Prior knowledge
● New knowledge
● Needed skills

Guided practice, direct instruction or mini-lesson to
prepare students for engagement and application of the
lesson.

Ensure the learner has access to necessary knowledge and
skills needed for success with the learning experience.

● Text Codes and Margin Notes
● Anticipation Guide
● Alphablocks with purpose (see

description in Appendix C)
● See-Think-Wonder
● Double Entry Organizer

Reading Comprehension
Vocabulary Development

Apply

Provide opportunities for the learner to: 
● actively engage with the content
● reflect on prior learning to revise or clarify thinking
● process/construct new knowledge 
● incorporate new knowledge with existing

conceptual frameworks

Teacher responds to and supports to students who need
additional support and guidance

● List, Group, Label
● Interactive Word Wall
● Paired Virtual Fluency
● Silent Conversation
● Placemat
● Block Party
● Café Conversation
● Double Entry Organizer

Writing to Learn
Academic Dialogue
Vocabulary Development
Reading Comprehension

Synthesize/Reflect
Produce Evidence of

Understanding

Provide opportunity for the learner to  synthesize and
reflect on the day’s learning.

● Quick Write
● Exit Ticket (question the answer, state a

key point, etc.)

Writing to Learn
Academic Dialogue
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Daily Instructional Planning Template

Teacher Name: Content Area & Grade Level:

Standard(s):

Learning Objective(s):

How does this lesson
support the culminating
product or performance
task?

ACCESS (15%) GUIDE & ENGAGE (20%) APPLY (50%) SYNTHESIZE &
REFLECT (15%)

⬜R         ⬜W         ⬜S/L ⬜R         ⬜W         ⬜S/L ⬜R         ⬜W         ⬜S/L ⬜R         ⬜W         ⬜S/L

Formative Assessment/
Task Evidence of
Understanding
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